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NOTES AND COMMENTS

CHILD ABUSE: ANOTHER
ATTEMPT AT SOLVING
THE PROBLEM
Less than ten years ago, little official
credence was placed in the existence of
child abuse.' This is not surprising since
children throughout the centuries were
thought to be the personal property of
their adult caretakers, to be treated according to their whims. 2 Dr. Vincent
Fontana, Medical Director of the New
York Foundling Hospital, has stated:
The neglect and abuse of children has
been evidenced since the beginning of
time. The natural animalistic instincts of
the human race have not changed with
the passing of the centuries. Children
have been crippled and killed either
through ignorance or superstition, by
shame, or in secrecy. This wastage of
a child's life continues and appears to
be increasing even in this enlightened
modern day.3
' Reinhart & Elmer, The Abused Child, 188
A.M.A.J. 358, 359 (1964).
2 Ibid.
3 V. FONTANA, THE MALTREATED CHILD 3

(1964).

The increase in child abuse is evidenced
by a report by the Family Court of the
City of New York which shows that there
were sixteen-hundred more cases of alleged child neglect appearing before the
4
court in 1966 than there were in 1941.
The "battered-child syndrome" is a
term used to designate a clinical condition in young children who have received
serious physical abuse, usually from a
parent or foster parent.5 An article appearing in the Journal of the American
Medical Association 6 helped bring the
problem of child battering to light by
reporting the results of two nationwide
surveys polling seventy-one different hospitals and seventy-seven district attorneys
for reports of the syndrome. Over a
period of one year the hospitals reported
three hundred two cases of abused chil-
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dren and the district attorneys reported
four hundred seventy-seven cases. The
injuries inflicted resulted in the death of
the abused child in over ten per cent of
the cases and permanent brain damage
7
in over fifteen per cent.
The American Humane Association
estimates that the number of child abuse
cases in the United States annually
is 10,000. However, a majority of these
cases are not reported. 8 A number of
surveys 9 attempting to discover the extent of child beating support a prediction
made by the general counsel of the
American Medical Association that the
battered-child syndrome "will be found
to be a more frequent cause of death
than . ..well recognized and thoroughly
studied [children's] diseases. . . ." 10 The
purpose of this note is to examine the
attempts made by authorities to discover
the battered-child syndrome, deal with it
effectively, and prevent its occurrence in
the future. Particular emphasis will be
placed upon New York legislation.
Identification of Battered Children
It is often difficult for a physician to
diagnose the injuries of a child as being
intentionally inflicted. It is difficult for
any member of society to believe that
parents would intentionally cause their
7 Ibid.
s Alverson,

Protecting Children, Wall

Street

Journal, July 2, 1965, at 1, col. 6.
9 E.g., The Child Abuse Problem in Iowa, 53
J.
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(1963);

Kempe, et al., The Battered-Child Syndrome,
supra note 5; see Shepherd, The Abused Child
and the Law, 22 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 182,
188 (1965).
10 Editorial, The Battered-Child Syndrome, 181
A.M.A.J. 42 (1962).
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child severe physical injuries. Further,
parents usually have plausible explanations as to how the child's condition
came about, so that even if the physician
is suspicious, he is readily convinced that
the injuries were incurred accidentally.
The task of making the correct diagnosis,
however, has been made easier by findings of radiologists which reveal that an
infant's bones broken accidentally appear
distinctly different on X-rays from those
fractured by twisting, pulling and other
methods indicating possible abuse. Those
findings also indicate that a child whose
X-rays show small fractures in various
stages of healing is likely to be a victim
of brutality.1 Doctors have learned to
suspect abuse whenever they find any
fracture, burn or injury to a non-walking
child, unless clearly incurred at birth.
Signs of subdural bleeding or hematomas
2
in a child are also subject to suspicion.
Discrepancies between the clinical data
gathered by the physician and the reports
of the parents as to how the injuries occurred is another major aid in diagnosing
abuse. The fact that no new lesions of
the soft tissue or bones occur while the
child is hospitalized lends weight to a
diagnosis of abuse.3 If physicians are
trained to recognize the symptoms of
maltreatment and physical abuse and are
observant enough to diagnose them correctly at the earliest instance, further bat14
tering of a child can often be prevented.
A list of typical reactions and attitudes
of neglecting and battering persons

IiAlverson,

supra note 8, at 12, col. 5.

12Ibid.
13 Kempe et al., supra note 5.
11 V. FONTANA, supra note 3, at 11.
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has been compiled, as has a list of reactions to be found in neglected and battered
children. In general the list of reactions of
abusive parents indicates that these persons are more concerned with what will
happen to them than with what is wrong
with their child. They are often evasive
or contradictory when asked how the
child's condition occurred and are often
neglectful of their own physical health
and primarily concerned with the material things in life.'
Neglected and battered children can be
recognized through their own behavior,
though the behavioral patterns are subtle
and can be easily overlooked. In general,
these children turn away from their parents and "endure life alone," are less
afraid of strange situations than are wellcared-for children, and they adapt to
such situations more easily. Neglected
children, unlike well-cared-for children,
often express a desire to remain in the
hospital or strongly indicate the wish to
remain away from home.' 6
Because parental neglect or abuse often
goes unrecognized even after a child is
in need of hospitalization, the social signs
of child maltreatment are important aids
to diagnosis for preventing further serious
damage in abused children. These signs
can be recognized at stages early enough
to prevent the extreme deterioration in
parent-child relationships that leads to the
7
abusive behavior.'

twenty-eight cases studied by the Children's Division of the American Humane
Society in one year, the injuries were inflicted upon children in homes where both
parents were present. In ten per cent of
the cases only the mother was present
and in two per cent of the cases the
children were living only with their fathers.' Parent-inflicted abuse is most often
reported in families of the lower socioeconomic levels, but it is not limited to
only one economic or social group. 19
Common psychological characteristics are
found in those parents who mistreat their
children and emotional immaturity is
probably the greatest single cause for this
destructive family behavior.20 The parent
who inflicts abuse is often of sociopathic
or psychopathic character, is sexually
promiscuous, has an unstable marriage,
and often commits minor crimes. He is
often impulsive, self-centered, hypersensitive, and quick to react with poorly controlled aggression.2'
Other frequently
found causes of maltreatment are financial stress, alcoholism, illegitimacy, poverty, perversive tendencies, and involve22
ment with law enforcement agencies.
Further, it is found that parents who had
been beaten by their parents when they
were children are frequently among those
23
who beat their children.
The Law: What Has Been Done
Most states have had "cruelty to children" statutes since the turn of the cen-

Who Inflicts the Abuse
In two-thirds

of the three hundred

15 Morris, Gould & Matthews, Toward Prevention of Child Abuse, 11 CHILDREN 55, 57
(1964).
16 Id. at 59.
17 Ibid.

18 v.

FONTANA, supra note
10 Alverson, supra note 8.
20V. FONTANA, supra note

3, at 20.
3, at 17.

Kempe et al., supra note 5, at 18.
22 V.
FONTANA, supra note 3, at 16-17.
23Kempe et al., supra note 5, at 18.
21

13
tury.24 Actually, most acts falling within
the proscription of such statutes are also
within the definition of such general
crimes as assault and battery or homicide.
However, due to the seriousness of the
problem, the often horrifying details of
the child abuse and the difficulty often
experienced in proving premeditation or
intent, additional legislation was enacted.2 1 For example, New York has had a
penal statute dealing with child abuse
since 1905. This statute makes it a misdemeanor to cause or permit the health
of a child to be impaired. 26 It will be
superseded by Section 260.10 of the Revised Penal Law when that statute becomes effective September 1, 1967. Section 260.10 states:
A person is guilty of endangering the
welfare of a child when:
1. He knowingly acts in a manner
likely to be injurious to the physical,

mental or moral welfare of a child less
than sixteen years old; or
2. Being a parent, guardian or other
person legally charged with the care or
custody of a male child less than sixteen

years old or of a female child less than
eighteen years old, he fails or refuses to

exercise reasonable diligence in the control of such child to prevent him from

becoming a 'neglected child,' a 'juvenile
delinquent' or a 'person in need of supervision,' as those terms are defined in
articles three and seven of the family
court act. Endangering the welfare of a

24Paulsen,

The Legal Framework For Child

Protection, 66

COLUM.

L.

REV.

679,

681

(1966).
251d. at 680-81; see id. at 681

n.18

for a

complete list of criminal statutes aimed at
punishing cruelty to children.
20 N.Y. PEN. LAW § 483.
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2
child is a class A misdemeanor. 1

In essence, the Family Court Act defines
a neglected child as a male less than
sixteen years of age or a female less
than eighteen years of age who suffers or
is likely to suffer serious harm from improper guardianship and requires the aid
of the court. 2 It is settled that the physical
29
battering of a child constitutes neglect
and that cruelty to a child may result from
a parent's failure to act as well as from
actions taken by the parent.1 0
Attempts at Punishing Abusive Parents
and Guardians
Conviction of violators of cruelty-tochildren statutes is often difficult because
the child battering almost always occurs in
the privacy of the home where there are
no witnesses. Further, the victims are
often under three years of age 31 and even
where the battered child is old enough
to tell the story of how the trauma was
inflicted, he is often too afraid to disclose
the facts for fear that the beatings will
32
be repeated.
The decision of the New York Court
of Appeals in People v. Klein 32 makes a
conviction even more difficult. The court
held that no person may be convicted

27 N.Y.

REV.

PEN.

LAW

§ 260.10

(effective

Sept. 1, 1967).
28N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT §312.
29 Matter of Carl, 174 Misc. 985, 22 N.Y.S.2d
782 (Dom. Rel. Ct. 1940).
3oSee Paulsen, supra note 24, at 684-85, citing
People v. Beaugez, 232 Cal. App. 2d 650, 43
Cal. Rptr. 28 (1965).
THE MALTREATED CHILD 16
FONTANA,
31 V.
(1964).
32 Ibid.
3.3266 N.Y. 188,
curiam).

194 N.E. 402 (1935)

(per
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of a crime upon the uncorroborated
testimony of a child under twelve years
of age whose competency had not been
established by a preliminary examination
as provided by the Code of Criminal
Procedure. In numerous cases, convictions for violation of the New York
child abuse statute were reversed for failure
to establish guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt.

34

In a case which drew surprisingly little
comment, one court circumvented these
difficulties by applying the tort doctrine
of res ipsa loquitur to the criminal law
area. 35 The court stated that in view of

the difficulties of obtaining competent
witnesses and the critical nature of the
child abuse problem, it was
borrowing from the evidentiary law of
negligence the principle of 'res ipsa
loquitur' and accepting the proposition
that the condition of the child speaks
for itself, thus permitting an inference
of neglect to be drawn from proof of
the child's age and condition, and that
the latter is such as in the ordinary
course of things does not happen if the
parent who has the responsibility and
control of an infant is protective and
36
nonabusive.

been criticized"1 and it does not appear
that the decision has been followed by
other courts.
Reporting Statutes
An aspect of the problem far more
important than the prosecution and
punishment of abusive parents is the
discovery by the appropriate authorities
of the fact that a child has been or is
being abused. As a partial solution to
this problem, the Children's Bureau of
the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare and three other child welfare
38
agencies recommended model legislation
which would make it the duty of physicians and institutions for the care of
children to report any case brought to
them for treatment where there is a
reasonable cause to suspect child battering; suggests procedure for reporting;
provides immunity from liability in civil
and criminal cases which might arise out
of the reporting; establishes that neither
the physician-patient privilege nor the
husband-wife privilege can be a ground
for excluding evidence in neglect pro-

38 The

decision

is

criticized

Family Law, 17 SYRACUSE

in

Alexander,

L. REV. 318,

323

(1965-66), where it was stated that in a crimThe court's application of the negligence
doctrine to the criminal law area has

inal law situation the respondents could not be
made to exculpate themselves.
38 CHILDREN'S
OF HEALTH,

BUREAU,
EDUC. AND

CHILD-PRINCIPLES

34 E.g., People v. Russo, 4 App. Div. 2d 707,
164 N.Y.S.2d 554 (2d Dep't 1957) (memorandum); People v. Schoenfeld, 286 App. Div.
1108, 146 N.Y.S.2d 10 (2d Dep't 1955)
(memorandum); People v. Alice, 286 App.
Div. 1041, 145 N.Y.S.2d 471 (2d Dep't 1955)
(memorandum).
35 Matter of S, 46 Misc. 2d 161, 259 N.Y.S.2d
164 (Fam. Ct. 1965).
361d. at 162, 259 N.Y.S.2d at 165.
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ceedings; and states that anyone not
reporting a suspected case of child abuse
who is required to do so would be
guilty of a misdemeanor.
This model legislation was aimed primarily at physicians and hospital personnel since it was believed that abused
children are most frequently first brought
to the attention of the public when a
guardian seeks medical aid for the child.
Secondly, physicians, due to their special
training and skill, might more readily
come to suspect certain injuries as the
result of abuse. The proposal sought to
remedy, therefore, the apparent failure
of physicians to report cases in which
they suspected abuse.3 9 In a study made
by a children's hospital 40 to determine
the reasons for the failure of doctors to
report cases brought before them, the
researchers found that a high percentage
of physicians indicated a lack of awareness of the battered-child syndrome.
Only forty-four per cent of those physicians returning questionnaires stated that
they usually or always considered the
possibility of child abuse when they saw
an injured child professionally. The remaining fifty-six per cent answered either
often or occasionally (35%) or rarely
or never (21%).41 The study further
indicated that more than fifty per cent
of the physicians did not know the proper
reporting procedure in their community.
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Twenty-three per cent of the answering
physicians stated that they would not
report a case of suspected child abuse
even if given immunity from liability.
The main reasons given were: insufficiency of diagnostic evidence (54%),
implications to abusing family (15.5%),
and time lost in legal proceedings
(9.5%).2
Since 1962, forty-nine states have
43
adopted some type of reporting statute:
in forty-three states the statutes make
reporting mandatory when there are
reasonable grounds for suspecting abuse
and six states permit reporting and offer
immunity from legal liability to those
who do report. In twenty-two states the
duty to report is limited to medical
persons, eleven states require teachers
and twelve require welfare workers to
report and in four states, any person with
knowledge that a child has been or is
44
being abused is required to report.
In New York, the legislature has recently enacted a new and broader reporting statute, 45 which provides that
[a]ny physician, surgeon, dentist, osteooptometrist, chiropractor, podia-

path,

trist, resident, intern, registered nurse or
Christian Science practitioner having
reasonable cause to suspect that a child
42

1d. at 67, table 8.
at 65. Hawaii is the only exception,
though legislation is presently pending. Legislation is also pending in Puerto Rico and the
District of Columbia.
431d.

3 Paulsen, Child Abuse Reporting Laws: The
Shape of the Legislation, 67 COLUM. L. REV.
1, 3-4 (1967).
40Child Abuse Research Group of the Department of Psychiatry of the Children's Hos-

pital of Washington, D.C., cited in Silver,
Barton & Dublin, Child Abuse Laws-Are
They Enough?, 199 A.M.A.J. 65 (1967).
41 Id. at 65, table 1.

44 Paulsen, supra note 39, at 6-8.

45 N.Y. Sess. Laws 1967, ch. 631. This statute
will replace Section 2503 of the Public Health

Law, as of September 1, 1967. Section 2503
had been added by chapter 1031 of the Laws
of 1965, which chapter transferred verbatim
Section 483-d of the Penal Law.
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under the age of sixteen years, brought
to him or coming before him for examination, care or treatment, has had
serious physical injury inflicted upon him
by other than accidental means, or whose
condition gives indication of other serious abuse or maltreatment, shall report
or cause reports to be made in accordance with the provisions of this section;
provided, that where said physician, surgeon . . . or intern attends such child

in his capacity as a member of the staff
of a hospital . . . he shall notify the
person in charge . . . who shall report
46
• . . in accordance with this section.

In order to implement the reporting
provisions, the second subsection spells
out the procedure to be followed in making reports. It requires that an oral report
be made as soon as practicable and that
a written report be submitted within fortyeight hours thereafter. 47 In addition, this
subsection creates a central registry
system both at the local and at the statewide level in order to facilitate discovery
of repeated abuse by the same persons.
No civil or criminal liability has been
imposed or punishment prescribed for
failure of a person listed to make a
report. It is possible, however, that a
cause of action will lie in tort in favor
of the abused child, for injuries subsequently received, against a violator of
the statute.
Any person or institution participating
in good faith in the making of a report is
granted immunity from any liability, civil
or criminal, that might otherwise be incurred or imposed as the result of the
making of a report pursuant to this
statute. 48 This immunity from liability is

available to "any person" regardless of
whether or not he is a person listed in
subsection one as long as the report is
made pursuant to the statute in good
faith.
The third subsection empowers and
requires public welfare officials to offer
protective social services to prevent injury
to the child, to safeguard his welfare,
and to preserve and stabilize family life
49
whenever possible.
The statute attempts to alleviate some
of the difficulties faced by the courts in
obtaining competent evidence in neglect
proceedings, though it does not ease the
problem when criminal convictions for
child abuse are sought. The statute provides that neither the physician-patient
privilege nor the husband-wife privilege
shall be a ground for excluding evidence
in any judicial proceeding resulting from
a report made pursuant to this section.
Neglect Proceedings
The Family Court in New York has
exclusive original jurisdiction over neglect
proceedings. 50 Such proceeding may be
instituted by a welfare agency, peace
officer, parent, a person on the court's
direction or other interested persons
having knowledge or information of a
nature which convinces them that a child
is neglected. 51 The legislature has expressly made it the duty of public welfare
officials to investigate complaints of
neglect and abuse of children and to
institute neglect proceedings when warranted by the situation. 5 2 When a neglect

49 N.Y. Sess. Laws 1967, ch. 631, § 3.
46

47
48

N.Y. Sess. Laws 1967, ch. 631, § 1.
N.Y. Sess. Laws 1967, ch. 631, § 2.
N.Y. Sess. Laws 1967, ch. 631, § 4.

SoN.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT §313.

51 N.Y.

52

N.Y.

FAMILY CT. ACT §
Soc. WELFARE LAW

332.
§ 397(2).

13
petition is filed, an adjudicatory hearing
is held in order to determine whether or
not the allegations made in the petition
are true.5 3 Only competent, material and
relevant evidence may be admitted in
54
such a hearing.
In Matter of Young, 55 the court recognized that "the problem of proof by
relevant, competent and material evidence
of the allegations . . . presents a legal and
social dilemma . . . where the child cannot testify on his own behalf."' 6 In an
attempt to eliminate these problems, the
court employed a formula whereby the
burden of proof relating to the allegations
in the petition would remain upon the
pctitioner to establish by a preponderance
of the evidence. However, once the existence of substantial injuries sustained by
the child while in the custody of his
parents has been proven, the petitioner
would be deemed to have established
a prima facie case and the burden of
offering a satisfactory explanation as to
the cause of the injuries would shift to
the respondent.5 7 The court held that
proof as to abnormal nervous behavior
by the child, bruised buttocks, a severe
scalp wound and a broken arm was
sufficient to shift the burden to the respondents. One injury alone might not
have been enough to merit an adjudication of neglect, but the injuries taken
together "constitute by virtue of their
cumulative effect an over-all pattern
which compels a finding that the parent

53 N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT § 344.
54 N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT § 346.
-';50 Misc. 2d 271, 270 N.Y.S.2d 250 (Fam.
Ct. 1966).
561d. at 272, 270 N.Y.S.2d at 251-52.

51 Id. at 273, 270 N.Y.S.2d at 253.
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or person having lawful custody of the
child has . . . [neglected the child] within
the meaning of section 312 of the Family
58
Court Act.
Dispositional Procedures
Subsequent to an adjudicatory hearing,
if the infant is adjudged neglected a dispositional hearing is held.5 9 After assessing the evidence, a New York judge has
a broad range of dispositions which he
can make: suspend judgment and impose
terms and conditions upon the parents or
custodians during the suspension period; 60
leave the child in his parent's custody
under the supervision of the probation
service; 61 enter an order of protection
establishing additional rules of behavior
to be observed by the parents or custodian; 62 remove the child from his home
and award custody to a relative, other
suitable person, or a public or private
agency.
In cases where it would be
harmful or dangerous for the child to
remain at home during the proceedings,
the court may remove him until a final
64
disposition is made.
Judges do not favor removing a child
from the home and thereby breaking up
a family 65 and thus, generally prefer using
one of the other protective measures provided by the Family Court Act. 66 However, it should be noted that such a
Id. at 274, 270 N.Y.S.2d at 253-54.
59 N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT §§ 345, 347(a).
60 N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT §§ 352(a), 353.
61 N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT §§ 352(b), 354.
62 N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT §§ 354(a), 356.
63N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT § 355(a).
64 N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT § 327.
65 Paulsen, The Legal Framework for Child
Protection, supra note 24, at 702-03.
663 Ibid. See N.Y. FAMILY CT. ACT § 312, Committee Comments at 65 (McKinney 1963).
53
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course of action may be inadequate and
merely expose the child to further abuse
7
and possibly death.G
Are the Present Procedures Sufficient?
There is evidence that the mandatory reporting statute in New York
is bringing many more cases of mistreatment of children to light. There
were two hundred thirty-one cases reported in New York alone in less than
68
a year after the first reporting statute
went into effect.6 9 However, there are
still many more cases which go unreported. "It is a common opinion among
observers that physicians in private practice report their private cases infrequently. This opinion is usually based on
the fact that most reports come from
hospitals. '7' The duty of preventing child
abuse, however, rests largely on these
individual physicians, for it is the physician who has the greatest opportunity,
training and skill to discover abuse. 1 The
mandatory reporting statutes will not be
enough. Doctors must be trained to
realize the magnitude of the problem and
the seriousness of the injuries suffered
by abused children. Only then will a
majority of abuse cases be reported so
as to enable the proper authorities to
take steps to eliminate further abuse.
Reporting of suspected neglect and maltreatment will perhaps permit steps to be
taken prior to the occurrence of physical
injury.
67 Paulsen, supra note 24, at 702-03 n. 143.
68 N.Y. PEN. LAW § 483-d. The statute became

effective on July 1, 1964.
69 Wall Street Journal,
July 2,

1965,

at

12,

col. 5.
76 Paulsen, Child Abuse Reporting Laws: The
Shape of the Legislation, supra note 39, at 38.
71 V. FONTANA,
THE
MALTREATED CHILD 21
(1964).

There are, however, disadvantages attached to cruelty to children statutes and
mandatory reporting statutes. One of the
characteristics of abusive persons mentioned above is a lack of concern for the
health and welfare of the abused child.
Parents seek medical attention for these
children with primarily selfish motives.
Either they seek to appease their consciences or to avoid the trouble with the
legal authorities that would result if the
child were to die. Some authorities fear
that as the public becomes more aware
of the reporting statutes and the criminal
sanctions which could follow the discovery of abusive conduct, fewer children
will be brought to doctors for medical
treatment. This may be true for nonabused as well as abused children. Sometimes the most adequate parent fails to
protect his child, thus contributing to the
child's injuries. Such a parent might well
be adjudged guilty of neglect and thus
be subject to criminal sanctions. Rather
than adding accusation and humiliation
to his guilt, a parent might prefer to
avoid a doctor. In Los Angeles, where a
reporting statute is in effect, an unexplained drop has occurred in the number
of allegedly abused children brought for
treatment. 2 Another possible disadvantage exists where the parent has been
exonerated after an investigation of alleged abuse. The parent might vent his
anger at being reported upon the child,
and thus cause further injuries. 1 Such a
possibility undermines an important purpose of the statute-preventing further
abuse.
72 Reinhart
& Elmer, The Abused Child, 188
A.M.A.J. 358, 360 (1964).
73id. at 360-61.
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It has been suggested that reports
should be made to local police authorities " on the ground that police departments are the only round-the-clock social
service agencies universally available. 5
However, reporting to the police creates
a premature criminal aura on parents or
other guardians 76 and lends weight in
favor of a decision to stay away from a
doctor when such a decision is contemplated.
There are, of course, advantages to reporting statutes. They solve numerous
conflicts for doctors caught between their
belief in the physician-patient privilege
and their concern for the future welfare
of the child. The statutes allay doctors'
fears of civil or criminal liability, provide
for more rapid detection of dangerous
situations for children, and make possible
immediate removal of the child from the
home, thus lessening the possibility of
prolonged trauma. 77
No matter how good reporting procedures are and irrespective of the response
by physicians to mandatory reporting
statutes, the reporting statutes are not
enough. "After a report is made, something has to happen. A multidisciplinary
network of protection needs to be developed in each community to implement the good intentions of the law." 78
A recent New York case, Matter of
Frances,7" raised serious questions as to
74 Matter of Frances, 49
267 N.Y.S.2d 566, 571-72
7a Paulsen, supra note
39,
76 Reinhart & Elmer, supra
77

Misc. 2d 372, 379,
(Fam. Ct. 1966).
at 44.
note 72, at 361.

Id. at 359-60.

7 Paulsen,

Abuse, 13

Legal Protections Against
CHILDREN

Child

42, 48 (1966).

79 49 Misc. 2d 372, 267 N.Y.S.2d
566 (Fam.
Ct. 1966).
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the adequacy of New York legislation to
protect the battered or abused child. The
case involved a three year old girl, who
had been reported by a hospital to the
Protective Unit of the Department of
Welfare as suffering from injuries suggestive of abuse. On the decision of the
Protective Unit, the child was discharged
to the parents with a referral for clinic
care. The Protective Unit placed the
child under its supervision and assigned
an untrained caseworker who visited the
family and found nothing wrong. It was
not until two months after the injuries
were incurred that the Protective Unit
received a written report from the hospital, at which time the caseworker decided a "doublecheck" was in order. This
time he did not even see the child. However, the child had already been to a
second hospital, apparently for newly
suffered injuries. The second hospital
had no knowledge of the previous history
of the case. Some months after the child
was discharged from the second hospital,
her grandmother, while babysitting, discovered burns, and raw, open sores on
parts of the child's body and bruises on
her forehead and arms. The grandmother called the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children which filed a
neglect petition. It is obvious that the
caseworker's lack of training, the delay
in making the follow-up visit in which he
did not even see the child, in addition to
permitting the child to remain with the
parents after the first report of abuse,
could easily have resulted in the child's
death. As it was, the infant was subjected to severe beatings and cruelty on
three different occasions. Family Court
Judge Polier, who wrote the opinion in
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the Frances case, had five suggestions for
amendments to the "battered child legislation."
1. The law should require that not only
a physician, but any teacher, registered
nurse, visiting nurse, or social worker,
acting in an official capacity and believing that a child has been abused or
neglected, shall report the case to the
police.
2. A written report to the responsible
protective service should be required
from any physician or hospital without
delay where there is suspicion that a
child has been abused or battered.
3. Immediate reporting should be required to the police by physicians or
hospitals as well as the Protective Service of the Department of Welfare.
4. The Department of Welfare Protective Services Unit should be required to
employ licensed social workers to investigate all cases of reported battered or
abused children.
5. Where there is evidence of willful
neglect or abuse the Department of Welfare Protective Services Unit should be
required to file a petition in the Family
Court to secure a prompt hearing and
80
adjudication.
A look at the recently passed New York
statute "I will show that a number of
Judge Polier's recommendations have
been implemented. However, the new
law does not include teachers, visiting
nurses, or social workers in its reporting
requirements, nor are reports to the police mandated. Also, the statute does not
require the use of licensed social workers.
In addition, Judge Polier's recommendation for increased duty for the Protective
Services was not followed.
sold. at, 379, 267 N.Y.S.2d at 571-72.
81 N.Y. Sess. Laws 1967, ch. 631.

Conclusion
It remains to be seen whether the expanded reporting statute will be enough
to successfully combat child abuse. A
great deal depends upon the attitude of
doctors. They, and the public in general,
must be informed of the existence and
the extent of the problem and educated
to be aware of the fact that a child's
injuries may have been intentionally inflicted. Knowledge of the steps to be
followed upon suspicion of child abuse
is imperative.
Much also depends upon the course
chosen by judges in making dispositions
of the cases they hear. The desire to
keep families together must not be allowed to outweigh the necessity of protecting the health and welfare of children.
In all cases where there is the slightest
doubt as to the safety of the child,
courts must order them removed from
their parents until psychiatric examinations of the parents have been completed
and the risk of abuse has been negated.
An important aid to the prevention of
child abuse would be to require obstetricians to report cases where expectant
parents do not appear to want the forthcoming child or where their psychological characteristics indicate the possibility
of abuse after the birth of the child. The
parents could, if it were found necessary
upon an examination, be taught how to
be better prepared for the arrival of the
child.
Possibly, learning beforehand
what to expect from the new-born child
will lessen the subsequent frustrations
and problems that parenthood can bring.
In any event, close watch could be kept
to see how the parents were adapting to
-the child. It has been found that the
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time for action is the first few months
following childbirth. Evidence points to
the first months of the child's life as the
period when neglect disrupts the integrative capacity of infant perceptual systems. It is during this period that parents
either mature and master their parental

The implementation of any new procedures and the expansion of existing

roles or allow the family to disintegrate.

price which must be paid.

82

ones will be costly. But the prevention
of wasted lives and the elimination of
the torture many infants must endure are
ends which are well worth any monetary

82 Morris, Gould & Matthews, Toward Prevention of Child Abuse, 11 CHILDREN 55, 60
(1964).

THE NEW YORK STATUTORY DEFENSE OF ENTRAPMENT: NEED
FOR A JUDICIAL GLOSS
With the enactment of the Revised
New York Penal Law, effective September 1 of this year, the legislature has
clearly established that the defense of
entrapment will be available in all criminal proceedings instituted under the new
law.' Essentially, the statutory defense

REV. PEN. LAW § 35.40 provides that:
In any prosecution for an offense, it is
an affirmative defense that the defendant
engaged in the proscribed conduct because
he was induced or encouraged to do so by
a public servant, or by a person acting in
cooperation with a public servant, seeking
to obtain evidence against him for purpose
of criminal prosecution, and when the
methods used to obtain such evidence were
such as to create a substantial risk that
the offense would be committed by a
person not otherwise disposed to commit
it. Inducement or encouragement to commit
an offense means active inducement or

is based on conduct by a government
agent designed to induce an otherwise
innocent person to engage in criminal
activity for the purpose of prosecution.
Since the provision itself contains little
more than a brief statement as to the
availability of the defense, this note shall
examine the problems which will necessarily be encountered by the New York
courts when confronted with problems of
policy, interpretation and procedure.

encouragement. Conduct merely affording
a person an opportunity to commit an
offense does not constitute entrapment.
Prior to the enactment of the statute,
the prevailing judicial view was that the
defense of entrapment was not available.
See People v. Mills, 178 N.Y. 274, 70 N.E.
786 (1904).
However, there were some
lower court decisions in New York which
gave the defense limited recognition. See,
e.g., Pettalino v. State, 24 App. Div. 2d
524, 260 N.Y.S.2d 322 (3d Dep't 1965);
People v. Williams, 38 Misc. 2d 80, 237
N.Y.S.2d 527 (County Ct. 1963).

